
Future farming at your 
fingertips: Horizon

Lely Center

Longtown
Fleming family farm 

with 320 cow Hillhead 
pedigree Holstein 

herd, Dumfriesshire

(read more on p.7)

Bright farming is yours by choice.

“ Since swapping a parlour for six Lely A5 milking robots, yield has increased by 20% to an 
average 12,500 litres, solids have remained consistent at 4.1% butterfat, 3.4% protein, the 
cows are healthier and seem a lot more content.”

Willie Fleming farming in partnership with parents, Robert and Margaret
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It’s time to sit down, think afresh. 
Embracing innovation, and in particular, 
automated milking and feeding systems, 
together with barn products can provide 
a more sustainable solution for you, your 
family and your future business. Here’s 
three good reasons: 

• Automation will overcome the ever-
increasing challenge of finding and 
keeping well qualified labour. 

• Automation is cost effective; apart 
from removing the cost of labour, you 
are likely to see an improvement in 
overall herd performance, health and 

welfare. We have plenty of evidence. 
• Lely automated systems are 

guaranteed reliable. In addition, 
our professional service engineers 
provide comprehensive 24/7 backup, 
routine preventative maintenance and 
emergency call outs. 

Cows are naturally the centre point in 
automated systems whether it’s milking, 
feeding, cleaning out, health or comfort. 
These systems offer the same focus, 
and however good your stockmanship 
already is, they bring consistency for 
each individual cow in the herd right 

round the clock, whilst providing her 
with the freedom to choose whether she 
wishes to be milked, feed or lie down. 

For you, these solutions not only take 
away the 24/7 labour requirement 
but also the shear hard grind of the 
repetitive stuff. In turn, they give you 
the opportunity to focus on the cows 
and schedule your day and overall farm 
management on potentially higher value 
work. 

Lely Center Longtown director,  
David Henderson

Welcome!
David Henderson, director

You’re proud to be a dairy farmer; you enjoy managing your cows, selecting 
genetics, rearing the next generation and producing great essential nutritious 
food. But what of the future? Who will be milking your cows next year, and how 
about in five years’ time? What about the next generation? Will they be returning 
home to milk cows?

Grant opportunities 

Are you considering investing in robots? If the answer is yes and you farm 
in England, then now is the time. Both Lely robots pictured below - the A5 
automated milking system and Vector automatic feeding system are eligible 
for grant support from Defra’s Farming Transformation Fund, Improving 
Farm Productivity Grant. Deadline for eligibility checking: 16 March 2022.  

For more details please contact us on 01228 792735
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Source: Foreman / Lely 

“We were milking through a tired parlour, getting skilled 
labour was becoming a real issue and we simply wanted 
a better quality of life. Dad threw down the gauntlet - 
robots or roundup. I was keen to keep the cows, and we 
briefly looked at another parlour, but we soon took a group 

decision - robots,” explains Mitch who farms in partnership 
with his parents, Chris and Christine, near Driffield. That 
decision also provided the impetus to expand the herd - 
currently on target to reach 180 cows, mainly Holstein with 
a dash of Norwegian Red and Fleckveih genetics. 

Herd performance: herringbone v robot 

  Herringbone Three Lely robots

Cow numbers  120  150

Milkings per day  2  3.1

Yield (litres per lactation)  9,000  11,250

SCC  150  120

Bactoscan  12  6

Apart from a 25% yield increase from an average 3.1 
milkings, Mitch lists a number of other benefits. 

Improved fertility: the system picks up both more heats 
and earlier heats than we ever did ourselves, and then 
sends an alert to my phone app - that’s a big, big plus. Also, 
having done a DIY AI course, I’m able to serve those cows at 
the most accurate time. 

Consistency: the robot performs the same level of service 
24/7, it’s never in a bad mood, cleanliness can be 100% 
guaranteed and any chance of human error is almost all 
removed.

Mitch Foreman says introducing 
automation was definitely one of the best 
investments on the family’s dairy unit. 

Turning the page -  
from parlour to robots

Improved management: the software programme 
accurately tracks each cow which enables us to manage 
each as an individual for example, every cow is weighed 
in the robot at milking so we’re able to adjust the diet if 
necessary and make sure none go backwards after calving. 
Sending the six-monthly report to our milk buyer, including 
medicine usage, is nowadays straightforward since the data 
is collected on one site; it saves hours chasing information 
and scanning in bits of paper.

Labour saving: we used to spend six hours a day milking; 
that routine work has been cut to less than three hours 
leaving me more time for higher value work including foot 
trimming and DIY AI. 

More flexibility: Dad can focus on his construction business 
and I’m able to help out in spare time. If we all happen to be 
away for a day, then we can get a neighbour to keep an eye 
on things.

Contented cows: they love the free flow system; it enables 
them to make their own choices, they’re no longer herded or 
forced to do anything. 

Last but by no means least, more family time and a better 
social life. For me, I don’t have to rush back to milk after a 
day off whilst Mum and Dad have been on their first holiday 
in over 30 years. They now agree parlour milking was so 
tying, they missed out on a lot of things, particularly family 
holidays.

3

Chris, Christine and Mitch Foreman
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The Lely Astronaut’s walkthrough design, called 
the i-flow system offers a natural way of milking. 
Cows can enter the milking unit easily, simply 
by walking straight in and out without making 
any turns. The system optimises comfort in 
this cow friendly design making it easier for 
her, shortening the learning curve, increasing 
throughput and in turn the robot’s capacity. 

Lely has analysed several thousand i-flow 
robots and concluded the design increases 
throughput by 4%.

Optimal hygiene 
… for teats and udders
The Lely Astronaut features a set of counter-rotating 
brushes to clean the teats and the underside of the 
udder close to the teat. Each brush has two different 
hair types - red and white in a spiral shape. These two 
unique features provide optimal hygiene as well as 
stimulation which in turn improves connection time, 
milk speed and robot capacity.

Research has proved that the brushes, together with 
the precise arm movements, guarantee up to 40% 
more effective cleaning and stimulation compared with 
conventional situations; that conclusion was made on 
milk quality figures not only for bacterial count, but 
also butyric acid levels. Brush cleaning even scored 
higher than manual cleaning.  Lely’s proven system is 
the only one available which automatically disinfects 
the brushes after each milking, thereby preventing 
cross contamination between cows.

…and for teat cups
The Lely Astronaut offers two cleaning systems. 
Added together, they eliminate 99.9% of all bacteria.
• Lelywash performs different cleaning throughout

the day.
• Lely Pura steam, an optional system cleaning the

teat cups with heated steam followed by a short
rinse with plain water.

The latest generation of 
Astronauts continues to enhance 
reliability, ease of use, cow 
comfort and ROI.
It goes without saying robotic milking differs from 
conventional milking in many ways. Lely has built a concept 
around the cow; we’ve made sure that she is key. Here we 
take a look at some of the features which differentiate the 
Lely Astronaut automated milking system from others.

i-flow

+ 4%
CAPACITY

NO I-FLOW I-FLOW

+ 40%
CLEANING & STIMULATION

The latest milestone 
in milking
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The hybrid arm 
Milk is the most important source of data 
for tailor-made milking and to offer you 
information regarding milk quality, cow 
health and udder health. To yield valuable and 
accurate data, the in-line sensors are as close 
to the udder as possible. A top priority of the 
milking process is to safeguard capacity and 
hygiene in all circumstances. That’s why the 
arm is always close to the udder during the 
whole milking process.

Large arm reach – fits all cows 
The hybrid arm’s design and shape enable the 
Lely A5 to milk all kind of teats on all kind of 
udders on all different breeds and sizes of cows. 
The system easily calibrates the arm’s position 
for each cow at her first milking. The cow’s 
changing udder shape during lactation poses no 
problems; the redesigned arm and pivot points 
ensure an optimal upright position of the teat 
cups for a large area. This is key to fast and 
accurate attachment. 

The perfect balance saves energy 
The arm’s hybrid technology saves a lot 
of energy. Because the arm’s weight is is 
transferred to a large pneumatic cylinder, 
the electrical drivers require very little 
power to move the arm. A thought-through 
system ensures this easy movement for all 
arm positions. 

Safety first 
Nervous cows have a very powerful kick; the Lely A5’s arm is able to 
handle. The kick’s energy is absorbed by a hinging system in the arm 
which has two gas springs, giving way for the arm to move, saving the 
cow and sparing all electrical components. The arm will always return to 
the milking position by itself. 

Cow friendly
The hybrid arm creates a silent, relaxed environment. Its quiet operation, 
decisive movements and swift attachment give few reasons for cows to 
be nervous. The arm’s large reach makes it easy to milk different sized 
cows with plenty of room around them.

Energy friendly
The principle of the Lely A5’s hybrid arm is based on there being very 
few movements. One swing under the cow and very little movement 
thereafter, until the arm swings out after milking. These movements 
are electically driven, without the use of air, meaning a huge gain in 
energy efficiency.

Udder care - accurate teat spraying
After cup removal, the teats are sprayed with a care product. 
The robot arm uses the laser for guidance enabling accurate teat 
spraying - it delivers the precise amount of valuable solution required 
per animal per milking.

To sum up… the arm is probably the most important part of the robot 
- it is involved in almost every step of the milking process - it has to do 
the job swiftly and accurately without disturbing the cow, 
consequently it should be 100% reliable. The Lely A5 arm meets the 
highest requirement in terms of reliability.

The latest milestone 

Top 10 benefits 
• Cow friendly design

• Teat cups safely parked in the arm

• More effective cleaning and stimulating

• Fastest teat detection

• Tailor-made milking through dynamic pulsing

• Relaxed milking due to fewer arm movements

• Accurate milk quality measurements close to the action

• Never a cup on the floor

• Energy savings through fewer movements

• Robust construction and durable materials
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Sources: Technical University of Munich, TUM School of Life Sciences, Chair for Agricultural Systems Technology , Untersuchungen zum 
Elektroenergieverbrauch eines automatischen Fütterungssystems. Bühler, Josef (2017), Master in Agricultural Management . 
Background comparison: Vector system (2 MFR), pulled mixer wagon (18 m³) and a self-propelled mixer wagon (20m³) for 300 GVE. 
The energy consumption data of the Lely Vector was collected on farms by the Technical University of Munich (Buhler, 2017) 
The conversion into tons of CO₂ equivalents was calculated according to the specifications of the German Federal Agency of Agriculture and Food. 
Please note: Consumptions and therefore the possible savings are based on scenarios. Lely is not liable for any other outcome in other cases. 

Efficiency  
pays off with 
the Lely Vector 

Credits: Lely Deutschland GmbH 

Emission savings In an overview

Lely Vector Labour Energy CO2 equivalent
Filling the feed kitchen 
(3 hours evey 2 days) 1,50 h/d 8,25 l/d 7,98 t CO₂/y

Stromverbrauch  
(Futterküche und MFR) 37,50 kWh/d 7,35 t CO₂/y

Sum CO₂ equivalent 15,33 t CO₂/y
Energycosts per year (0,25 €/kWh; 1,00 €/l Diesel) € 6.433,13 /y

Mixer wagon Labour Energy CO2 equivalent
Feeding  
(3 rations per day) 3,00 h/d 45,00 l/d 43,52 t CO₂/y

Feed pushing  
(6 times per day) 1,00 h/d 5,50 l/d 5,32 t CO₂/y

Sum CO₂ equivalent 48,83 t CO₂/y
Energy costs per year (1,00 €/l Diesel)  € 18.432,50

Emission advantage with the Lely Vector 33,51 t CO₂/y
Savings on energycosts with the Lely Vector € 11.999,38 /y

Self-propelled mixer wagon Labour Energy CO2 equivalent
Feeding  
(3 rations per day) 2,50 h/d 50,00 l/d 48,35 t CO₂/y

Feed pushing  
(6 times per day) 1,00 h/d 5,50 l/d 5,32 t CO₂/y

Sum CO₂ equivalent 53,67 t CO₂/y
Energy costs per year (1,00 €/l Diesel) € 20.257,50

Emission advantage with the Lely Vector 38,34 t CO₂/y
Savings on energycosts with the Lely Vector € 13.824,38 /y

!

!
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“Investing in innovation and in particular data management is becoming essential 
if you want to do a decent job running a high genetic merit herd that’s healthy, 
profitable and resilient,” says Willie Fleming. “In addition to installing six Lely A5 
robots over three years ago, in the last seven months we’ve introduced Horizon, Lely’s 
new software programme. We got a lot of support from Lely Center Longtown to get it 
up and running, and since then it’s taken our management to the next level.

7

“Horizon is providing a wealth of 
information, literally at my fingertips 
on my phone app; it’s also on the office 
desktop. The milking robots generate 
a massive amount of data about milk 
quality, cow health, rumination, feed 
efficiency and much more, all at herd, 
individual cow and frequently at milk-
quarter level. 

“Horizon is taking this data and using 
smart algorithms to provide in depth 
analysis and advice so we’re able to 
respond quickly and are better equipped 
knowing what action to take. Horizon 
also makes useful predications which are 
helping me to better plan the business. 

“I like the dashboard; the herd KPI 
trends are featured in line graph format 
over seven days which makes for easy 
assessment. You can get a good picture of 
what’s going on at a glance. For example, 
last month we opened a pit with better 
quality silage and it impacted within 24 
hours; rumination improved, the number 
of robot visits increased, yields lifted and 
concentrate fed per litre fell. 

“Best if all, I like the Horizon app; I can 
manage everything on my phone in the 
shed without having to go in to the office. 
First thing in the morning I feed the cows, 
next I scroll through the app; initially I 
check for fetch cows - those late to milk 
and then I get in to the reports.” 

Health: includes milk temperature, 
conductivity readings per quarter and 
milk quality control which detects 
milk colour changes, together with 
rumination monitoring. It also flags 
up ketosis incidence within 24 hours of 
any deviation to an individual’s milk 
fat to protein ratio. It means we can 
immediately treat her by introducing 
glycol in the robot trough. The quicker 
we can treat, the quicker she gets better. 

Reproduction: features a cow index 
which ranks each individual based on four 
criteria - production, health, reproduction 
and robot efficiency, and highlights which 
cows to breed from. It’s another data set 
to add to each individual’s pedigree and 
genetic index, and overall, it’s contributing 
to a more efficient shed. For example, 
we’ve cows that aren’t so pretty which 
we wouldn’t have chosen to breed from, 
however Horizon identifies them to have a 
high index.
The programme also predicts which 
cows will be ready to serve and the app 
notifies me every time a cow comes on 
heat. I reckon it’s 20% more accurate 
than the pedometers we used to use. 

Management: the programme is 
continually calculating margin per 
cow, based on milk revenue and cost 
of concentrate fed and PMR diet - it’s 
a useful figure to know and monitor. 
Milk yield is predicted for the next 
18 months, and that figure is being 
updated every minute of the day 
providing the most accurate forecast 
for me to inform my milk buyer.

Future 
farming 
at your 
fingertips: 
Horizon

Willie Fleming, Lely Longtown Center’s 
first customer to adopt Horizon 
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Clitheroe 

Longtown 
Dumfries

Leeming Bar

Unit 3C,
Longtown Ind Est, Longtown,  
Carlisle, CA6 5TJ
01228 792 735
info@lon.lelycenter.com
lely.com/gb/centers/longtown

Opening Hours
Monday – Friday 08.00 – 16:30
24/7 On-Call Service

Follow us on Social Media
@LelyCenterLongtown
@LelyCenterLongtown
@LelyCenterLongtown

Lely Center Longtown 

The Lely Center Longtown team

If you are interested in investing in Lely equipment, then we are only a phone call away. Please 
contact us on 01228 792735 and we will be pleased to discuss it with you.
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